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Abstract 
Let ct be a distribution function on [a,b] (0 ~< a < b < + c~) such that the moment ck = ffxkd~(x) exist for all the 
integers k. The main course of the paper is to give convergence r sults both for sequences of two-point Pad6 approximants 
to the Cauchy transform of the distribution ct(Stieltjes function) and for quadrature formulas based on exactly integrating 
Laurent polynomials. 
The case when dot(x)= k(x)dx, k(x) being a possibly complex function is also considered and estimates of the rate of 
convergence are given. 
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1. Introduction 
A Stieltjes function F~ is the Cauchy transform of a distribution c~ on [a,b] with 0 ~< a < b ~< +ec.  
In the first part of this paper [3], it is explained how the two-point Pad6 approximants (2PA) and 
two-point Padr-type approximants (2PTA) to a Stieltjes function are related to numerical quadrature 
formulas for I~(f) -- f~ f d~. Two-point Padr-type approximants approximate the function by satis- 
fying a number of interpolation conditions in two points (0 and oc). The number of conditions can 
be equally distributed between 0 and cc or not. If all the conditions are taken in one of the points, 
then one obtains ordinary (i.e., one-point) Padr-type approximants. The 2PAs are 2PTAs where all 
the degrees of freedom are used to satisfy a maximum number of interpolation conditions. If all the 
interpolat ion condit ions are at 0 or o~, then one obtains ord inary  Pad6 approx imants  at the or ig in 
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or at infinity. For more details and definitions, see Section 2 of Part I of this paper [3] and the 
references given there. The 2PTAs are related to quadrature formulas of interpolatory t pe and the 
2PA are related to Gaussian quadrature formulas which are also of interpolatory t pe but which have 
a maximal domain of validity. 
In [3] it was shown that classical properties for Pad6 approximants o Stieltjes functions also apply 
in the two-point case. In particular, it was shown that one can enclose a Stieltjes function by its 
2PAs, so that the latter reveal monotonicity in their convergence behaviour. 
In this sequel to Part I, we show that the 2PA's and 2PTAs do converge to the Stieltjes function 
and we also give an estimate for the rate of convergence. Because of the intimate relation between 
these rational approximants for Stieltjes functions and corresponding quadrature formulas, we also 
obtain convergence r sults for the latter. 
Because the boundary point b = +c~ gives extra complications, almost all the results in this paper 
are for the case of a finite interval [a, b] with 0 ~ a < b < + ~.  The case of the whole half-line 
will be discussed in a forthcomming paper. 
After some preliminary definitions and observations in Section 2, we give in the three subsequent 
sections the announced convergence properties. 
In Section 3 we show the convergence for quadrature formulas of Gaussian type and for the 
corresponding 2PAs. If p(n) is the number of interpolation conditions at the origin and q(n) + 
1 = 2n  - p(n) the number of interpolation conditions at e~ for the 2PAs, then it is assumed that 
q(n) ~ e~. This condition allows us to give convergence r sults without imposing a Carlemann-type 
condition for the moments of ~. It is shown that the Gaussian quadrature formulas converge for 
continuous functions on [a,b] (Theorem 3.1) and that the 2PA's converge uniformly in a compact 
subset of the cut plane (~-  [a, b] = C U {co}-  [a, b] (Theorem 3.2). If p(n) as well as q(n) go to e~, 
then we prove the convergence of the Gaussian quadrature formulas for arbitrary Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrable functions (Theorem 3.4). 
In Section 4, we prove the convergence for the interpolatory quadrature formulas and 2PTAs. In 
Section 3, ~ was supposed to be positive, so that the nodes of the quadrature formulas are zeros of 
Laurent polynomials orthogonal with respect o ~. All these zeros are simple and in (a, b). In Section 
4 we allow the distribution ~ to be complex. Hence, the zeros of orthogonal Laurent polynomials 
are, in general, not feasible as nodes for the quadrature formulas. Therefore, the nodes are chosen to 
be zeros of Laurent polynomials orthogonal with respect o a positive distribution o-. The domain of 
validity for the quadrature formulas is spanned by {X -p(n) . . . .  ,X q(n) } with p(n)+ q(n)= n. Suppose 
that ~ and a are absolutely continuous, i.e., d0c(x)=a'(x) dx and da(x)=a'(x) dx. Then if ~' /x/~ E L2, 
i.e., if la'IZ/a' is Riemann integrable over [a,b], and if q(n) ~ cx~, convergence of the quadrature 
formulas is ensured for continuous functions (Remark 4.1 ), for Riemann-Stieltjes integrable functions 
f E Ll(da) (Corollary 4.5), and for Riemann-Stieltjes integrable functions f C Ll(dc0 (Theorem 4.4). 
A corresponding convergence r sult for 2PTAs is given in Corollary 4.2. 
Finally in Section 5, the rate of convergence of 2PAs and 2PTAs is discussed. As a consequence, 
we can also estimate the rate of convergence of the quadrature formulas. The latter can be obtained 
for Gaussian or interpolatory-type quadrature formulas when integrating functions which are analytic 
in a neighbourhood of the interval [a, b] and where it is now assumed that 0 ~< lim p(n)/n <<, 1. 
It is then shown that the convergence of the 2PAs (Theorem 5.2), 2PTAs (Theorem 5.4), Gaus- 
sian quadrature formulas (Corollary 5.3) and interpolatory quadrature formulas (Corollary 5.5) is 
geometrical in all cases. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Throughout his section we assume that ~ is a distribution function on [a,b] (0 ~< a < b ~< + c~), 
i.e., a nondecreasing, bounded function with infinitely many points of increase on [a,b]. Let us 
suppose in addition the the moments 
ck = x k d0~(x) (2.1) 
exist for all k C Z. 
For any pair (p, q) of integers, with p ~< q we denote by Ap,q the subspace of Laurent polynomials, 
i.e., functions of the form 
q 
L(z) = ~ ajz j, aj E C; (2.2) 
j=p 
A will denote the space all Laurent polynomials (L-polynomials), Ao, n = 1I, the subspace of poly- 
nomials of degree n at most, and/ I  the space of all polynomials. 
For the given distribution ~, we consider Riemann-Stieltjes integrals of the form 
I~( f )  = f (x )  d~(x) (2.3) 
and linear quadrature formulas (q.f.) with nodes {xj : j  = 1,.. . ,n} and weights {Aj : j  = 1,2,. . . ,n} 
given by 
n 
I , ( f )  = ~-'~ A j f (x j ) .  (2.4) 
j= l  
They are intended to be estimates for I , ( f ) .  Such q.f.s are related to rational approximants to the 
Cauchy transform of ~. To see this we first introduce some definitions. 
Let F~(z) ---- F(z)  = fb(z -- X) -1 d~(x) be the Cauchy transform of ~, which represents an analytic 
function in the cut plane C - [a, b]. If 0 < a < b < + 0% F~ admits the Taylor expansions 
OO 
L°(z)---- - ~-~c_(j+l)Z j and L~(z )  = ~ Cj_lZ - j  (2.5) 
j=0  j=  1 
around z = 0 and z = ec, respectively. 
When a=0 (respectively b=+c~)  the expansion L ° (respectively L ~)  in (2.5) should be understood 
in the asymptotic sense for z E E and z ~ 0- (respectively for z ---, -c~).  See [13] for further details. 
Let p and q be nonnegative integers and assume that a quadrature formula I , ( f )  of the form 
(2.4) has been provided which is exact in A_p,q, i.e., for which 
I , ( f )  :- I~(f) ,  V f  E A_p,q. (2.6) 
We also say that A_p,q is "a domain of validity" for the quadrature formula I , ( f )  if (2.6) is satisfied. 
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With the coefficients {A j} and nodes {xj} we define the rational function 
F, (z)  = ~ Aj (2.7) 
j=l z -x j  
with poles at {xj : j  = 1,... ,n} and corresponding residuals {Aj : j  = 1,2,...,n}. Then, it is easily 
proved that 
L°(z) - F , (z)  = ~ ~jz j = O(zP), 
J=P (2.8) 
L~(z ) -  F , (z)  = ~ cjz -] = 0 ~ . 
j=q+2 
The same remark made for (2.5) should be applied in (2.8). Thus Fn(z) does not only stand for 
the rational function (2.7) but also for its (formal) power series expansion at 0 or at oc as required 
by the context. Conversely, any rational function as given by (2.7) and satisfying (2.8) provides a 
quadrature formula of type (2.4) being exact in A_p,q. 
Recalling the notation and definitions of two-point Pad6(-type) approximants from the first part 
of this paper [3], we can easily make the following observations. 
If p+q=n-  1, then Fn represents a two-point Pad~-type approximant (2PTA) to the pair (L°,L ~)  
of order p. The notation for such an approximant is (p/n)(Lo,L~), but, for simplicity, we shall also 
write (p/n)F~, i.e., 
Fn(z) = (p/n)(Lo Lo~)(Z) = (p/n)F~(Z). 
If p + q = 2n -- 1, then F, coincides with the two-point Pad6 approximant (2PA) to (L °, L ~)  of order 
p, denoted as [p/n](Lo,L~) or as [p/n]Fo, which in this paper, is stripped to [p/n] most of the time 
(not to be confused with one-point Pad6 approximants which in the literature are often represented 
by this notation). If we take p = 0 (q = 2n-  1) we have (1) 
L~(z )  - Fn(z) = 0 y 
and thus, the one-point Pad6 approximant of type (n -  1,n) to the formal power series L ~ (i.e., the 
PA of F~ at infinity) is obtained. However, taking q = 0 (p = 2n - 1 ) we have L~(z )  -Fn(z )  = O(1/z 2) 
and L° (z ) -Fn(z )= O(z2n-1). So, we can see that the one-point Pad~ approximant of type (n -  1,n) 
to L ° (i.e., the PA of F~ at the origin) is not covered. This is due to the restriction q ~> 0. In order 
to get one-point Pad~ approximant at the origin, we should allow that q >~ - 1. In order to include 
both cases p+q=n-  1 (2PTA) and p+q=2n-  1 (2PA), we assume in what follows that q/> - 1. 
Concerning the existence of domains of validity, we have the following: 
Lemma 2.1. Given n distinct nonzero nodes xl , . . .  ,xn on [a,b], there exist unique weights A~,.. . ,An 
so that 
n 
I , (g)  = ~-~Ajg(xj) = I~(g), Vg c A_p,q 
j=l 
with p and q arbitrary integers satisfying p >1 O, q >>. - 1 and p + q = n - 1. 
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The q.f. of the previous lemma is described as follows: 
I . (g) = I~(L.), 
where Ln = L.[9] E A_p,q is the unique Laurent polynomial in A_p,q satisfying the Lagrange inter- 
polation conditions 
L.(xj)  = g(xj), j = 1,2,...,n. 
Thus, 
L.(x)  = Z L., j(x)9(xj), 
j=l 
where L.,j C A_p,q satisfies the interpolation conditions 
L.,j(xk) = 6j, k, j , k  = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
If we set 




Zn, j (x)  = (x - xj)Vtn(Xj) E A_p,q. 
Therefore, one has 
Ai=I~(Ln, j )= I~ (x-x j )V '~(x j )  ' j= l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
As in the classical situation (i.e., polynomial quadrature) we have the following: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Lemma 2.3. Let p >>- 0 and q >>. - 1 be arbitrary inteoers such that p ÷ q = 2n - 1. Then, there 
exist n distinct nodes {x~ . . . .  ,x .} C(a,b) and positive weiohts {Al , . . . ,An)  so that 
I . ( f )  = I . ( f ) ,  V f  E A_p,q. 
Proof. Define the distribution d~(x)= x-p da(x) and let Qn denote the nth orthogonal polynomial 
for d~(x). Let Xl , . . . ,x ,  be its zeros which, as is well known, are simple and in (a,b). It is well 
known that there exist positive real numbers A1 . . . . .  A,, such that 
P(x)d~(x) = AjP(xj), VP E/-/2,-1. 
j=l 
Proof. Define the nodal polynomial co,(x) = H~=l (X  - xj). Then, taking f (x )  = x-P~o2,(x) C A_p,q+l 
and g(x) = x-p-1oo2(x) E A_(p+a),q, we see that I~( f )  > 0 and I~(o) > 0 but In ( f )  = I ,(9) = O. [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let p and q be arbitrary inteoers satisfyin9 p >1 O, q t> - 1, and p + q = 2n - 1. 
Then, there cannot exist a quadrature formula like (2.4) which is exact in A_(p+l), q or A_p,q+ 1. 
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Take fEA_p,q, then f (x )=x-PP(x ) ,  with PE[I2n-I (recall that p +q = 2n-  1). Thus, with 
Aj = xPAj > 0 it holds that 
This proves the lemma. [] 
/a ± = P(x)d~(x) = P(xj) = Ajf(xj).  
j= l  j= l  
Remark 2.1. In [3] it was proved that the q.f. obtained in Lemma 2.3 is the unique one with 
domain of validity A_p,q (p - [ -q  = 2n-  1 ). By Lemma 2.2, such a domain will be called "maximal" 
and the corresponding quadrature "Gaussian" in A_p,q. Furthermore, the rational function Fn(z)= 
~.=lA j (z -  xi) represents a [p/n] 2PA to the pair (L°,L °~) or equivalently to the function F~(z). 
Observe that 0 ~< p ~< 2n and that p -- 2n corresponds to q = -1.  
3. Convergence of Gaussian quadrature formulas and 2PA 
Throughout this section we assume that 0 ~< a < b < + :xD. Our aim is to study the convergence of 
n quadrature formulas I n ( f )=  ~--]~j=:An, jf(Xn, j) as n ~ ~.  For each n, In is assumed to be exact in 
A-p(n),q(n) with p(n) and q(n) integers atisfying p(n) >>- O, q(n) ~> - 1, and p(n) + q(n) = 2n - 1. 
It is known [1] that if for the moments ck of d~, at least one of the Carleman-type conditions 
X ''e~ [~ "~--l/2k E~__ I (Ck)  -1 /2k= 0(3 or  z_.ak=l~.t~_k) = c~ is satisfied, then the moment problem is determinate. An 
easy estimate shows that if 0 < a < b < +e<z, then (Ok) 1/2k is bounded and hence 2..ak=l(Ck)X~°° r "l--I/2k =(X). 
However, since we allow a to be zero, this cannot be guaranteed. Our approach will not require a 
Carlemann-type condition. We require instead that lim,_oo q(n)= c~. Then the polynomials will be 
dense in C[a,b], which will be essential in our proof. Otherwise, if q(n) remains bounded, as far as 
we have been able to see, a convergence r sult without a Carlemann-type condition does not seem 
feasible. 
As a consequence, the convergence of the corresponding sequence of 2PAs {[p(n)/n]F~} for the 
Cauchy transform F~ of a shall be dealt with. 
So, we restrict our attention to the case where lim,__+~ q(n)= exp. Observe that in this case, I, is 
exact in Flq(,) for each n E ~, and hence that {I,} converges for any polynomial. Since in addition, 
we have that (take f = 1 ) 
[An, j[ = A,,j = Co = d~(x), 
j= l  j= l  
the classical Polya Theorem [7], or in a more general context, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem [14], 
allows us to ensure that the Gaussian q.f.'s converge for all functions continuous in [a, b]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 <~ a < b <+c~.  Let {p(n)} be a sequence of integers uch that 0 <<. p(n) <<, 2n 
and lim,__+o~[2n - p(n)] = ec. Then for the Gaussian q.f In(f), exact in A_p(n),2n_p(n)_ 1 we have 
lirnooIn(f) = I~(f), V f  E C[a,b]. 
Thus, we have 
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Theorem 3.2. Let 0 <<. a < b < + e~. Let F~ be the Cauchy transform of  the distribution function 
on [a,b] and let (L°,L ~)  be the series (2.5) associated with F~. Let {p(n)} be a sequence 
of  integers such that 0 <<. p(n) <<. 2n and lim,~oo[2n - p(n)] = co. Let [p(n)/n] = [p(n)/n](Lo,Lo~) 
denote a 2PA to the pair (L°,L°°). Then, the sequence {[p(n)/n]},~ converges to the function 
F~(z) uniformly on compact subsets of  (2 - [a,b]. 
Proof. For each z E C - [a, b] consider the function (in the variable x) 
1 
f z(x) - 
Z- -X  
which is clearly continuous in [a, b]. Then, by Theorem 3.1, we have 
An j 
lim In( f  z) = lim - - '  - lim [p(n)/n](z) = I~(f  z) = F~(z) 
n-- -+oo n----~oo j= l  Z Xn, j n---~c~ 
and the pointwise convergence is proved• 
n Let K be a compact subset of (2 -  [a,b]. Since [p(n)/n](z)= ~j=lA , , J ( z -  x,,j), we have 
C0 
max{ I[p(n)/n](z)] } = I I [p(n)/n]llLoo(d=) 6(K ' 
where 
6(K) = min{[z - a[, [z - b[} > 0. 
zCK 
Therefore {[p(n)/n]},eN represents a normal family in C -  [a,b], and the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem 
[1 1] guarantees the uniform convergence• [] 
Remark 3.1. If we arrange the 2PAs for the series (L°,L ~)  in a triangle array (the 2PA table [6]) 
of the form 
[o/2]. . .  
[o/1] [1/2] ... 
[o/o] [1/1] [2/2] ... 
[2/1] [3/2]. . .  
[4/2]. . .  
then the sequence {[n/n]},c~ is called the main row and corresponds to the so-called "balanced 
situation" in which the orders of interpolation at the origin and at infinity are the same. Parallel to it 
one finds the 2PAs In + k/n] on the kth row. We can also consider diagonals of the form [k/n] with 
k >/0 fixed. The uniform convergence of all these sequences i guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. If a > 0, 
then also the diagonals [2n-  k/n] converge for fixed since the moment problem fbxnd~(x)= C,, 
n=0, -1 ,  -2 ,  is determinate and the Carleman condition x-"~ ~'~ a-~/zv_~ is satisfied. However, • • • Z . . ,v=I  k ' - ' - -v  J - -w .~ 
if a = 0, we cannot ensure the convergence of the corresponding sequence of q.f.'s for polynomials 
and hence it is most likely that a Carlemann-type condition will be required in order to guarantee 
the determinacy of the strong moment problem, and as a result the convergence of the sequence of 
2PAs. (For further details in this respect, see the recent paper in [16].) 
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To end this section, let us point out that from Theorem 3.1 and the positivity of the weights 
{An, j}, the convergence of the quadrature process { I , ( f )} ,~ may be extended to integrands f 
being bounded Riemann-Stieltjes integrable function w.r.t, d~. (in what follows, we write f E S(d~)). 
Moreover, if in addition to the requirement lim,__.o~ q(n) = oe we impose that lim,__,o~ p(n) = o~, the 
family of Gaussian q.f.'s on A_p(n),q(n ) (with p(n) + q(n) = 2n - 1) converges for any function F 
of the form F(x )=x-mf (x ) ,  with f E S(d~) and m a fixed integer. To prove this, we first need the 
following known result (see [22, p.11]). 
Lemma 3.3. Assume f E S(d~) and define 
M=max{[  inf f(x)],] sup f (x ) [} .  
xE [a, b] xE [a, b] 
Then for every ~ > O, there exist polynomials p and P such that 
-M-  e <. p(x) <~ f (x )  <. P(x) <. M + ~, Vx E [a,b], 
and 
f b[P(x) - p(x)] d~(x) < e. 
Theorem 3.4. Let {p(n)}.~N be a sequence of  integers uch that 0 <<. p(n) <~ 2n and lim.__.o~ p(n)-- 
lim.__.~ 2n - p(n) = cx~. 
For n = 1,2 ..... le t / . (F )  = ~=1A. , jF(x . , j )  denote the n-point Gaussian quadrature formula for 
Is(F) which is exact in A-p(.),2.-p(n)-V Then, i f  F (x )= x--mf(x) with f E S(dg) and m a f ixed 
integer, it holds that 
fa 
b 
lirn I ,(F) = I ,(F) = F(x)dot(x). (3.1) 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. By Lemma 3.3, these exist polynomials p(x) and P(x) and a positive 
constant M such that 
- M - e <<. p (x )  <~ f (x )  <<. P (x )  ~< M + e, Vx E [a, b]. (3.2) 
Since P(x) - p(x) ~< (M + e) - ( -M  - e) = 2(M + e), one has /a /b 
[P(x) - p(x)] 2 d~(x) ~< 2(M + e)[P(x) - p(x)]d~(x) <. 2e(M ÷ e). 
Now, define R(x)= x-raP(x) and r (x)= x-mp(x). R(x) and r(x) are L-polynomials and by (3.2) 
r(x) <<. F(x) <. R(x), VxE [a,b] - {0}. (3.3) 
Since, l imn_~ p(n)=l im.~[2n-p(n) ]=c~,  there exists an no E • such that for any natural n/> no 
rE  A_p(n),q(n ) and RE A_p(n),q(n), 
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where q(n)= 2n - p (n ) -  1. Hence, by Lemma 2.3, 
n n 
r(x)da(x) = ~_A,,/r(x~,j)  and R(x)da(x)  = ~-'~A,,jR(x,,/). 
j=l j=l 
Now, making use of the Schwarz inequality, we can write 
f b P(x) - p(x) da(x) I .(R) - I .(r) = I~(R - r) = --- X m 
~< V/2e(M + ~.)C-2  m. 
By (3.3) we then have 
In(R ) - -  I . (F)  <. I .(R) - In(r) <~ ~/2e(M + e)c_:,.. 
Hence, for all n >~ no 
II~(F) - I.(F)I ~< II~(F) - I~(R) + I~(R) - In(F)l 
<<. [I=(F - R)I + II=(R) - I .(F)I 
<. I~(R(x) -  F(x))  + I.(R - F)  
<<. I~(R(x) -  r(x)) + I , (R -  r) 
~< 2V/2e(M + e)C-2m. 
This proves the theorem. [] 
4. Convergence of interpolatory quadrature formulas and 2PTAs 
In this section we are concerned with a general (possibly complex) measure a such that fb dial < 
+~ and supp(a) c[a,b], with 0 ~< a < b < + cx~. 
In this case, general results about the location of the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials w.r.t, the 
complex varying measures dan(X)~x -k (n )  da(x) cannot be given, and therefore, Gaussian quadrature 
(and related 2PA) are in general not feasible. 
Thus, we will make use of interpolatory quadrature formulas (and hence 2PTA). So let {p(n)) 
and {q(n)} be two sequences of integers such that for each n E N: p(n) >1 O, q(n) /> -- 1, and 
p(n) + q(n) = n - 1. 
We will find out how to choose the triangular table ~ = {Xn,/ : j  = 1,.. . ,  n,n---- 1,2,...} of points 
x,,j contained in [a,b], such that x,,j ~ Xn, k for j ~ k, so that the sequence of formulas 
l . ( f )  = ~-~A. , j f (x . , j )  (4.1) 
j=l 
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with weights {A,,s : j  = 1,... ,n} uniquely determined by 
In(f)  = I=(f) V f  E A-p(n),q(n), (4.2) 
will converge for functions f from a class that is as large as possible. Initially, the nodes {Xn, j : 
j = 1 .... , n} will be taken as the zeros of the nth orthogonal polynomial Qn w.r.t. 
da(x) (4.3) 
dan(x) -  x2p(n) , 
where o- is a distribution on [a, b], with a' > 0 a.e. 
To make the distinction between different quadratures, we now denote by I, ~ the interpolatory q.f. 
(4.2), exact for I=(f) in A_p(n),q(n), and by I, ~ the corresponding Gaussian q.f. which is exact in 
A-2p(n),2q(n)+l for I , ( f ) ,  i.e., 
n 
I~( f ) '=~- '~2, , j f (x , , j )= I~( f ) '=  f(x)d~r(x), V f  EA-2p(n~,2q(,>l. (4.4) 
j= l  
Recall that 2n, j > 0, j = 1,2,..., n. 
Let us also suppose that lim~__.~ q(n)= oc, in order to guarantee that the sequence {I~},e~ 
converges for every polynomial, without the Carlemann condition being required. 
Assume in addition that de(x )= e'(x)dx, da(x)= #(x)dx,  and that e'/v/-aTEL2[a,b], i.e., there 
exists a positive constant KI such that 
f b = K~ z < + ~.  (4.5) dx 
Under these conditions, the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 4.1. Let f be continuous on [a,b], i.e., f E C[a,b] and define the polynomial minimax 
errors 
Pro(f) = min IIf -- PllL~ta, bl, rn = O, 1,... 
PEHm 
Then there exists a positive constant K such that 
[I~(f) - / i f ( f ) [  ~< Kpq(n)(f), V f C C[a,b]. (4.6) 
Proof. Let {x,, j , j= 1,... ,n} be the nodes of the q.f. Iff. By Ln[f] we denote the Laurent polynomial 
from A_p(n),q(n ) which interpolates the function f in these nodes and by P,[f] we denote the Lagrange 
interpolating polynomial at the same nodes. 
We have already seen that I f f ( f )=  I~(Ln[f]). Clearly, this is equivalent to 1i f ( f )= I~,(P,[f]), 
where f (x )= XP(n) f(x) and dan(X)= x-p(n)de(x). 
Thus, taking (4.5) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality into account, we have 
[I~(f) - I~(f)] = [I~,()7 - P,[)7])[ ~< K1 [[)7 _ en[)7][[L2(da.), 
where dan(x) = x-2p~")a'(x) dx. 
Now, let {rcn}n~v be the sequence of minimax polynomials for f .  It is well known that 
lim [ I f -  rCn[[L~ta, bl = lim p, ( f )= O. 
n---* OG n ----~ o~ 
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Since p(n)+ q(n)= n-  1, it is clear that we have en[fn] = f ,  if f,(x)=XP(n)7~q(n)(X ) and therefore, 
I I f  - Pn[/]llL=(d n) = I I f  - -  + L - -  
<~ K2Pq(n)(f) + I IPn[f -- fn]llL2 d=° , 
Where/£2 : {fba da(x)}l/2 < + c~. 
n Finally, from the orthogonality property of the polynomial Qn(x) : I - [ j= l (X  - Xn, j) w.r.t, do-,, one 
has 
l ien[? ~ 2 ff([f __ TCq(n)]2) 
~-~ 2 n 
•n,j[f(Xn, j) - -  ~q(n)(Xn, j)] 2 < Pq(n)(f) Z ~n,j 
j=l j= l  
= pq(,)(f) da(x). 
Therefore, setting K = 2K1K2, (4.6) follows. [] 
Remark 4.1. Since lim,__.~ q(n)= c~, the Weierstrass approximation theorem enables us to ensure 
that 
l i rn I~( f )  = l~( f ) ,  V fE  C[a,b]. 
Furthermore, from (4.4) and making use of the Jackson Theorems (see, e.g., [4]), we can deduce 
estimates for the error in the interpolatory q.f. for a continuous integrand f in terms of its modulus 
of continuity w(f ;  5). 
Clearly, (4.6) implies that 
[I~(f) -/n~(f)[ = O (og(f; ~) ) .  
Therefore, if f C Lipp[a, b] with 0 < fl ~< 1, we have that 
II~(f) - I,~(f)l -- O((q(n) + 1)-~). 
Certainly, a more rapid decrease of the error can be achieved if f is r times continuously differen- 
tiable, i.e., i f fEc(r)[a,b] for r/> 1 [4]. 
Corollary 4.2. With the notation and the conditions of Theorem 4.1, the sequence of 2PTAs for 
the Cauchy transform F~, which are given by 
(p(n)/n)Lo,coo(z) = ~ A,,j , n----- 1,2,... 
j=l Z -- Xn, j
converges uniformly to F~(f) in any compact subset of C - [a, b]. 
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Proof. The fact that l im,__,o~l~(f)=I~(f) or any f E C[a,b], implies by Polya's Theorem that the 
sequence S, - -~ '= l  IA.,jl is bounded. Therefore, following the same arguments as in Theorem 3.2, 
the conclusion can be easily obtained. [] 
We now want to prove convergence of the q.f.'s for a class of functions ~-,[a, b] C L2(do') which, 
for a fixed integer m, is defined by 
~-~[a, b] = {F : [a, b] H • : F(x)  = x -mf (x )  for some integer m >~ 0; f E S(do-)}. 
Clearly, if a > 0, then F itself will be in S(do-). If a = 0 then L,(F) still exists as an improper 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. This follows from the fact that f is bounded and the assumption that the 
moments fbxmda(x) exist for all integer m. Note that J~,[a,b] is closed under multiplication and 
A C ~,~[a,b] C L2(do'). 
Thus, F E~, [a ,b ]  implies that F 2 E.~,[a,b] and hence, by (4.5), F will also be in ~,[a,b] .  
Let us consider a nondecreasing sequence {p(n)} of integers such that 0 ~< p(n)~ n and 
lim,__.oo p(n) = lim,__.o~ q(n) = oc where q(n) = n - p(n). For each n ~> 0, set 
~n = A-p(n),q(n). 
Thus, we have a sequence of nested subspaces of Laurent polynomials. Indeed, dim(~n) :- n + 1 and 
~n C '~n+l- Clearly, {xJ : j  =-p(n) , . . . ,q (n )}  represents a basis for ~, .  By applying the Gram- 
Schmidt orthogonalization process in L2(do) to this basis we can obtain an orthogonal basis, say 
{Rj : j  = 0, 1 .... ,n} with Rj E ~j  - ~j-1. We then have 
Lemma 4.3. R, has exactly n distinct zeros on (a,b). 
Proof. Since R, E ~, ,  there is a Qn E/-/n of exact degree n such that Rn(z)=g-P(n)Qn(z). Furthermore, 
we have 
Io(xJR,)=O, -p (n -1)  <.j  <~ q(n -1) .  
Thus, 
f x j da(x)=O,  -p (n -1)<~j<~q(n-1) .  
This implies that 
fa bxj+p(,_l) Qn(x) , . , xp(~)--£7~p¢~_l ) oa(x) = O, -p (n  - 1 ) <. j <~ q(n - 1 ), 
or equivalently 
fabXkQ, (X)xp~_ l )  -- O, k = O, 1, . . . ,n - 1. 
In other words, Qn(x) coincides, up to a multiplicative factor, with the nth orthogonal polynomial 
w.r.t, x-P(n)-P(n-1)d~(x) and the proof follows. [] 
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t " = n Remark 4.2. Let { n,j}j=l be the zeros of Rn(x). Then a q.f. [ ; ( f )  ~j=l Bndf(t,d) can be con- 
structed such that B,,j > 0 and 
~(f )  = I~(f), V f C A-p(n)-p(n-1),q(n)+q(n-1). 
By Theorem 3.2, one immediately obtains 
lirn I',~(f) = I~(f), V f  E S(do). 
It should also be noted that, in general, ~( f )  is not valid in ~Zn-I except when p(2n-  1)= 
p(n) + p(n -  1). This was the basic assumption handled in the previous work [3]. The particular 
case p(n) = [½n + lJ, where ~xJ denotes the integer part of the real number x, has been studied in 
[12] (see also [10,2, 18]). 
For every n ~> 1 and every function F defined at the points {tnd " j=  1,2,. . . ,n}, let us consider 
its interpolating L-polynomial in ~n-1 which can be written as 
LF(x) = L,[F](x) = £ F(t,d)L,,j(x ) E ~t,_1. 
j=l 
Recall that L,,j E ~,-1,  j = 1 .. . .  ,n and Lnd(t~,k)= 6jk so that LV(t,d)= f(tnd), j = 1,2 . . . .  ,n. 
Theorem 4.4. Let F E ~[a,b].  Then the sequence of Laurent polynomials LF = L,[F] E ~ln-1 
interpolatin9 in the zeros of the nth orthogonal basis function Rn E ~n -- ~,-~ converges to F in 
Lz(da)-norm, i.e., 
l i ln  IILf - fll~2(d~)= nli m ILl(x) - F(x)12d~(x)= O.
Proof. Note that 
Now, 
L F G ~n-~ = A-p(n-l),q(n-1) 
and, therefore, 
(Lf)2 G A-2p(n-  1 ), 2q(n-- 1 ) Q A_  p(n)-- p(n-- 1 ),q(n)+q(n- 1), 
where we used the assumption p(n) <<, p(n + 1). Hence, 
= On, j [L  n (tn, j ) ]  = In (F  ). 
j=l 
Furthermore, 
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Since, 
~a 2 lirn I~ (F ) = L(F  2), 
it follows that 
b f b lim sup f I F(x) - Lf(x)l 2 da(x) ~ 4 [F(x)l 2 da(x). 
Ja 
Given ~ > 0, we know by Lemma 3.3, that there exists a positive constant M and a polynomial q(x) 
such that -M  - e <~ f (x )  <~ q(x) <~ M + ~, Vx E [a, b] and 
fb  If(x) _ q(x)l da(x) < e. 
a 
Thus, for any integer k > 1, one has 
I f (x )  - q(x)[ k da(x) = I f (x )  - q(x)[ k-1 If(x) - q(x)] da(x) <~ 2k-l(M + e)k-le. 
Define Q(x)= x-mq(x), then (take k = 4) 
f b f b da(x) I F (x )  - Q(x)[ z da(x)  = I f (x )  - q(x)[ 2 xZ,. 
, 
~< v/e[2(M + e)]3/e d~-am, 
where we used the notation 
/ ,  b 
dk = Ja xk da(x), k = 0, +1, +2, . . .  
to denote the moments corresponding to the distribution a. 
Now, for sufficiently large n, we have L 0 -----L,[Q] = Q and, consequently, 
F-Q F-L  F=F-Q+Q-L  F=F-Q-L"  . 
Therefore, and because F - Q E ~-,[a, b], 
/a /a lim sup IF(x) - Lf(x)l 2 da(x) = lim~__,~sup I(F - Q)(x) - Lf-Q(x)I 2 da(x) 
~a b 
~< 4 [F(x) - Q(x)] 2 da(x) 
~< 4v"-e[2(M + e)]3/2 d~_4~. 
This implies that 
f 
b 
lim sup [F(x) - L~(x)] 2 da(x) = 0 
and the proof follows. [] 
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Remark 4.3. When taking p(n) = 0, Vn >/0, the classical Erdfs-Tur~in Theorem [7] is recovered. 
On the other hand, the choice p(n) = [in + 1A was considered earlier in [17]. 
Recall that if ~ and tr satisfy (4.5), then F C ~-~[a,b] implies F E ~[a ,b ] .  Thus, one has 
Corollary 4.5. Assume that the distributions ct and tr satisfy (4.5). Then for the q.f  I~ of  (4.1) 
one has 
lim I~(F)= I~(F), VF c ~.[a,b]. 
n ----~ O0 
Proof, If L F is as in the previous theorem, then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (4.5), one 
has 
I L (F ) - I~(F) [  II=(F--LF)I ~< II F .g ,  = _ LFIIL2(d~) 
with K1 as in (4.5). [1Now the result follows by Theorem 4.4. [] 
n As we have already seen from Polya's Theorem and Theorem 4.1 we have that Sn=~j=l IAn, j[ ~< M, 
where M is an absolute constant. Similar to the polynomial case (see, e.g., [20]), we can deduce 
that {Sn} is a convergent sequence, i.e., 
lim Sn = I '(x)l dx = dl~l- 
n ----~ oo  
More precisely, we prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.6. Let {p(n)}~ be a nondecreasing sequence of  integers such that 0 <<, p(n) <<, n. Let 
q(n) = n -  p(n) and assume that limn--.~ p(n) = limn__.~q(n)= c~. Let a(x) be a distribution 
function on [a,b] (0 <<, a < b < +co)  such that da(x)=a'(x)dx,  a'(x) > 0 a.e. on [a,b]. Let ~(x) 
be a complex distribution function such that d~(x) = ~'(x)dx. Let {xn, j : j -- 1,2,.. . ,n} be the 
zeros of  the nth orthogonal polynomial w.r.t, x-p(n)-P(n-1)da(x). For each n - -1 ,2 , . . ,  consider 
In(f)  = ~=lAn,  jf(xn, j), the interpolating quadrature formula exact in ~n-i  = A-p(n-l),q(n-1). I f  
(4.5) holds, then one has 
lirn IAn, j[f(Xn, j) = f(x)l~'(x)[ dx, V f  E ~[a,b] .  
j= l  
Proof. Since 
A = ~.  = ~ A_p(.~,q(.), 
n=0 n=0 
we consider the sequence {Rn}~ as defined in Lemma 4.3 which represents an orthogonal basis for 
A with respect o the inner product in L2(do). Set Rj(x)--x-p(J)Qj(x)E A_p(j),q(j) with Qj c Hi. In 
order to display the dependency of the coefficients An, j on ~' we write An, j(~'). We have 
..p(n-- 1 ) b ~.,j f Qn(x) ~'(x)dx 
An, j(~') -- 
t X Ja  X p(n -1)  " Q.( .,j) x -xn, j 
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Since by (4.5) ~'/a' E L2(da) we can consider the Fourier expansion of this function with respect o 
the ortbonormal basis {Rj}~,  i.e., 
' ~ ZbkRk(X),~ fa b ~a,(X) bk = Rk(x)~r'(x)dx, k = 0, 1,.... (4.7) 
k=0 
Therefore, one has by orthogonality 
n--I ('P(n--') jab ~n(~X  ) 
An, j(C~) ~- Z bk "Xn'J 
! X --Xn, j )X  1~' -- ) ) k=0 Q,( , , j )  (x -,n 1 ,Rk(x)a ' (x )dx  • 
As in Remark 4.2, let {Bn, j " j= 1,... ,n} be the positive weights of the corresponding Gaussian q.f. 
exact in A_p(n)_p(n_ l ) ,q(n)+q(n_l )  , i.e., 
n 
I~( f )  = y~B, , j f (x , , j )  = I~( f ) ,  V f  E A-p(,)-p(,-l),q(,)+q(,-O. 
j= l  
Recall that for k = 0, 1,. . . ,n - 1, 
Q,(x)  
(X -- Xn, j )X p(n -- 1 ) Rk (X ) E A _ p(, _ 1 )- p(k ), q(, - 1 )+q(k ) C A_  p(, ) _ p(, _ 1 ), q(n )+q(n --1 )" 
Hence, we get 
n-1  
An, j(~') B,, j  ~ bkRk(x,,j) ~'1~' = = Bn, jSn_ 1 (xn, j), (4.8) 
k=l  
G¢t o -# 
where S~'_/l (x) denotes the (n -  1)th partial sum of the Fourier expansion (4.7). 
For a given e > 0, one first has to find a natural number no = no(e) so that for any n >/no 
fb  a ~ [An, j (a ' ) l f  (x,, j)  f (x) la ' (x) l  dx - < e, (4.9) 
j=l 
where f is an arbitrary function in S(dl~'l). 
Let o~(x) be an Ll-integrable function on [a, b] which will be characterized later. We have 
Y. = jab IA",J(O~')[f(Xn, j) f (x ) l~ ' (x )  I dx - 
j= l  
+  7:1 
+ +:~ IA.,s(~)lf(x.,j)- iff(x)l~o(x)l dx. 
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Since f is a bounded function on [a,b], there exists a positive constant M(f) so that 
Y. <. M( f )  [~'(x) - -  (D(X) ]  dx  Jr- _ _  ]An, j(~ t - (D) J  
j= l  
Jr-j=~llAn, j((D)lf(xn, j)-- fabf(x)lo3(x)ldx 
<~ M(f) a'(x) a'(x) a'(x)dx + B,4 '-'n--1 \~n,j)[ 
j= l  
+ B.,jlN~_~ (x .4 ) l f (x .  4 )  - f(x) l~o(x)l  . 
Set ~ '= ~'/~' and o5 = co/a'. 
Making use of the Schwarz inequality, it follows that 
(Z ,j2 
__ . ,,41/2 d 1/2 n n--1 k n, jJ ~ 
] \ j : l  
+ ~=lBn, j[~(Xn, j)[f(Xn, j)-fabf(x),~o(x),dx }'  
where do = fb do'(x). 
Since ~'E L2(do') and taking into account hat the polynomials are dense in L2(do-), there must 
exist an R E/7 such that 
[[o~' - R[[L~(do-) < t .  (4.10) 
On the other hand, 
S~n~ lCb 2 C A_p(n)_p(n_l),q(n)+q(n_l). 
Hence, 
Bn, j S£nt-l~(Xn, j )2 = s~' -~ <<. I1~' - ~11~<~o). 
\ j= l  n - - I  L2(da) 
where in the last step we have used Bessel's inequality [4]. 
With the L-polynomial R of (4.10), we now fix ~o by setting O5 = R, i.e., a~ = Ra'. Thus, there 
exists an nl such that 
v .  >>.., • s2_,(x)  = sL , (x )  : R(x). 
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Therefore, 
Yn ~ 2g(f)dlo/2F. ~-~ Bn, j[g(xn, j)lf(xn, j)- f f  . (4.11) 
Note that IRl f  E ~-~[a, b]. So, by Theorem 3.4, there exists a nonnegative integer n2, such that 
j=l ~a b dx Vn >~ n2 " Bn, jIR(x.,j)IU(x.,j) - [R(x) l f(x)a'(x) < e. (4.12) 
Thus, by (4.11 ) and (4.12), the inequality (4.9) follows. This proves the theorem when f E S(d[~'[). 
It remains to extend this to all f ~ ~[a ,  b], i.e., functions of the form f (X)=X-mg(x),  with g G S(d~) 
a Riemann integrable function on [a, b]. We can do this by making use of Lemma 3.3 and proceeding 
as in Theorem 3.4. [] 
5. Analytic integrands 
The aim of this section is to obtain estimates for the error R. ( f )= I~( f ) - I . ( f )  of the quadrature 
formula I . ( f )  = ~=1A. , j f (x . , j )  of either Gaussian or of interpolatory type in terms of the error 
of the related 2PAs (or 2PTAs) for the case when f is an analytic function in a neighbourhood 
of the interval [a,b] (again we will assume 0 ~< a < b < + co). Moreover, for the "simple case" 
0 < a < b < + c~, asymptotics for the rate of convergence, i.e. lim.__.~ [R.(f) l  l/" will be deduced 
in terms of the rate of convergence given by l im.~ IEn(z)[ 1/n where E.(z) = F~(z) - F.(z)  with 
F.(z) = [p(n)/n](Lo,L~) or F.(z) = (p(n)/n)(Lo,L~) and 0 ~< p(n) <~ 2n or 0 ~< p(n) <~ n, respectively. 
So let f be an analytic function in a neighbourhood U of [a,b] and let F be a smooth contour 
surrounding [a,b] such that F and its interior is included in U. Then by Cauchy's formula and 
Fubini's Theorem, we have that 
and 
I~( f )  = ~ui f (z)F~(z)  dz (5.1) 
n 
I~( f )  = ~-~ A . , j f (x . , j )=  Res(F . ;x . , j ) f (x . , j )  
j=l j=l 
= Res(F , f ;x , . j )  = ~ f ( z )F , ( z )  dz. (5.2) 
j=l 
Therefore 
R. ( f )  = I~( f )  - I j ( f )  = ~ f ( z )E . (z )  dz, (5.3) 
and hence ]R.(f)[ ~< C[[fllL~(r)llEn[lL~(r), or equivalently, [R.(f)l = O(I[E.[[L=(r)). 
In order to obtain an estimate for the rate of convergence, suppose now that 0 < a < b < + oc. 
In this case we will see that estimates of l im.~ [E.(z)[ 1/" can be obtained by studying the nth 
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root asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials w.r.t, varying measures. Most of the results of this 
section are essentially particular cases of the corresponding results in [21, Section 6.1; 9] for the 
general multipoint situation. However, to make this paper self-contained, we present here a simplified 
treatment for the two-point case. 
First assume that a is a positive measure supported on [a, b] and denote by Qn the nth orthogonal 
polynomial w.r.t, dan(x) = x-p(n)da(x) where limn~o~ p(n)/2n -- 0 with 0 ~< 0 < 1. Also, denote by 
On the corresponding orthonormal polynomial, thus 0n = Q./IIQnlIL2(d=°). Note that here dan = ~)n da 
where On(X)=X -p(") is a family of continuous and nonnegative functions on [a,b]. Thus, if for any 
measure p with compact support in C, we denote by V ~ the logarithmic potential, i.e., 
then 
V~(z) = - f log tz - t[ d/fit), 
lim 1 log qS, = -20  logx = 20V~°(x), 
n- - -~  n 
uniformly on [a, b] where 60 denotes the Dirac measure corresponding to the point x = 0. 
For a measure v supported on C - [a,b], there exists a measure f supported on [a,b] such that 
V¢-~'(z) = w is a constant in [a, b]. This f is called the balayage of v onto [a, b] or the equilibrium 
distribution of [a, b] in the presence of the external field -V  v. In addition, 
V~-V(z) = w - G[a,b](V;Z), z E C - [a,b], (5.4) 
where G[a,b](V;Z) is the Green potential of the measure v in [a,b], i.e., 
G[a,b](V; Z) ---- / g[a, bl(Z, t) dr(t), 
where as usual, g[a,b](Z,t) is the Green function with singularity in t E C -  [a,b]. For more details, 
see, e.g., [21] or [15]. In the remainder we shall however need the logarithmic potential for a measure 
v supported in C. In this case, the definition of logarithmic potential can be extended if we make 
use of the following "spherical normalization" of the definition [19] 
VV(z) =-  ~1~ < ' l °g [z - t [dv( t ) - f t l> '  log[1-z/t[dv(t) .  (5.5) 
Under these conditions, we have the following lemma (see [21, Section 3.2; 8]). 
Lemma 5.1. Let {p(n)}~ be a sequence of  nonnegative integers satisfying 
lim p(n)/2n=O with 0<<.0<<. 1
n----+ o~ 
Then (a) and (b) below will hold. 
(a) Let o~ be a positive measure such that supp (a) C[a, b] with 0 < a < b < + cx~; let Q, be the 
nth orthonormal polynomial w.r.t, da,(x) = x -p(") da(x). Then we have 
lim i n f  [On(Z)[ l/n ~ exp{G[a,b](V;Z) -- VV(z)} (5.6) 
n ----+ O~ 
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uniformly in compact subsets of  C -  [a,b] where v--060 + (1 -0 )6~ and G[a,b](V;Z) denotes the 
Green potential of  the measure v in [a, b]. Thus, 
G[a, bl(V; Z) ~ Og[a,b](Z , 0)  -~ (1 -- O)9[a,b](Z , 00). (5.7) 
(b) I f  in addition, ~ is such that c( > 0 a.e. in [a,b] (and hence ~ is regular in the nth root 
asymptotic sense) then 
}im IO_n(z)l = exp(Gt~,b](V;Z ) - VV(z)}, z E C - [a,b], (5.8) 
l i jn  ]Qn(z)l ~/n = exp{-V~(z)}, z E C - [a,b] (5.9) 
and 
lim sup IQn(z)l ~/n <<. exp(-V¢(z)}, z E C, (5.10) 
n ----~ O~ 
where the convergence is uniform in compact subsets of  the respective domains in (5.8)-(5.10) and 
f denotes the balayage of  v from C - [a,b] onto [a,b]. 
We are now in a position to prove the following: 
Theorem 5.2. Let (p(n)} be a sequence of  integers satisfying 
O <. p(n) <<. 2n and lirn p(n) /2n=O with 0 <. 0 <~ 1 
and let GEa, b](V;z ) be given by (5.7) where the parameter 0 appears explicitly. 
Then (a) and (b) below will hold. 
(a) I f  o~ is a positive measure on [a, b] with 0 < a < b < +cx~, then the sequence of  2PAs [p(n)/n] 
for the Cauchy transform F~ converges geometrically to F~ in compact subsets of  C - [a, b] with 
degree of  convergence given by 
lim sup IEn(z)l 1/2" <<. exp{--G~a, bl(V;Z)} < 1, (5.11) 
n----* o~3 
where En --F~ - [p(n)/n]. 
(b) I f  in addition, ~' > 0 a.e. on [a,b], then the asymptotic rate of  convergence given by (5.11) 
is exact, i.e., 
limo~ IE,(z)l 1/2n = exp{--a[a,b](V;Z)} < 1. (5.12) 
Proof. (a) It is easily seen that the error En(z) for the 2PAs [p(n)/n] where 0 ~< p(n) <<. 2n, admits 
the following integral expression: 
zP(n) 
fab [Qn(x)]2 d~(x). (5.13) E,(z) = F~(z) - [p(n)/n](z) -- [Q,(z)]2 xp¢n~(z - x) 
It is clear that in (5.13) we can replace the orthogonal Qn by the orthonormal 0n. Now, since the 
function g(x)= x-P~n)QZ,(x) is nonnegative in [a, b], we have for z in a compact subset of C -  [a, b]: 
1 1 1 
0 < C~(z) = <<. - -  <<. = C2(z) < oo. 
maxx~ta.b] [z - x[ Iz - x[ minxet~,b] Iz -- x[ 
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Thus, we have that 
lim [Qn(x)]2d°~(x) = lim [Qn(x)]2d°~(x) 1In 
n---*oo L2(d~n) n----~cx~ XP(n) (z -  X) n--+cx~ XP(n ) j = lim 110, = 1. 
From (5.13), (5.6), and (5.5) it follows that 
Zp(n ) 1/2n 
limn___~sup [En(z)[ 1/2n = lim,~sup [0n(Z)]2 ~ exp{--G[a,b](V;Z)}. 
This proves (a). 
(b) This is clear by applying (5.8) instead of (5.6). [] 
Corollary 5.3. I f  ~ is a positive measure on [a,b], f an analytic function in a neighbourhood 
of  [a,b] and {If f ( f ) )~l  is the sequence of  Gaussian q.f in A_p(,),q(,) where {p(n)} and {q(n)} 
are sequences of  nonnegative integers such that p(n) + q(n) = 2n - 1 and l imn-~ p(n)/2n = O, 
(0 <<, 0 <<, 1). Then we have 
lim sup [Rn(f)[ ~/z" = lim sup [ I~( f )  - I~(f)l ~/2" <~ exp(-z)  < 1, (5.14) 
where "c = sup{p > 0 : f is analytic in the closed domain G[~,bl(V;Z) <<, p}. 
Proof .  The family G[a,b](V;Z) = p, (19 > 0)  consists of equipotential curves for the Green potential 
G[a,b](V; "). For p = 0, one obtains the interval [a,b] and for any p > 0 the curve F; = {z E C : 
Gt~,b](V;Z) = p} is a closed contour surrounding [a,b]. Thus the proof follows as an immediate 
consequence of Theoren 5.2 and formula (5.3). [] 
Let us now study the case of a general (possibly complex) measure ~. In Section 4, we constructed 
sequences of interpolating q.f. based on the zeros of orthogonal polynomials w.r.t, varying positive 
measures of the form do-,(x)= x-2P(")d~r(x) or do , (x )= x-P(")-P("-Oda(x) where a was a given 
positive measure and 0 ~< p(n) <~ n. Define q(n)=n-  1 -  p(n) and suppose that lim,__,~ p(n)/n=O, 
(0 ~< 0 ~< 1 ). Denote by Fn(z) = (p(n)/n)F,(Z) the related 2PTAs to F~. Then 
Theorem 5.4. For the error of  the 2PTAs F,(z) defined above, we have 
lim sup [En(z)ll/"= lim sup I F , ( z ) -  Fn(z)l 1In <~ exp{--G[a,b](V;Z)} < 1, 
where v = 060 + (1 - 0)6o~. 
Proof. Recall that for 2PTAs, instead of (5.13), we have the following integral representation for 
the error E,: 
Z P(n_____~ ) f 0 (5.15) E,,(z) - __ - - -  
Q.(z) x p( ) ( z -  J X) 
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Now, by applying (5.9) and (5.10) to the polynomial Q,(x) orthonormal w.r.t, dffn(X)=X -2p(n) da(x), 
(5.15) gives 
Zp(n ) 1In Qn(X) 1In 
limn~o~sup ]E.(z)[ 1/" <~ lim.__,~sup Q~ lim.~sup XP(n------~llLo~([a,b] ) 
lim sup zP(n)/Qn(z)ll/n ( 
• n 1 /n  <<- exp V~-V(z) -  
~< lim inf {mlnxe[a,b]X p( )/IQ°(x)l} 
But since V+-V= w is constant in [a, b], one has from (5.4) 
min V~-V(x)}. 
xC[a,b] 
lim sup IE,(z)[ 1/" <<. exp { V~-V(z) - w} = exp {--G[a, bl(V;Z)} < 1. 
n----+ OO 
[] 
In a similar way to Corollary 5.3, it follows that 
Corollary 5.5. Let a be a given positive measure on [a,b] with 0 < a < b < + c~z, let {x,,/ • 
j=  1 . . . .  , n} be the zeros o f  the nth orthogonal polynomial w. r. t. dtr,(x)=x-2p(n)dtr(x), and let {p(n)} 
be a sequence o f  nonnegative integers such that 0 <<. p(n) <~ n and 0 <~ l im,~ p(n) /n=O <<. 1. Let 
I~(f) = ~A. , j f (x . , / )  
j=l 
be the interpolatory q. f  in A_p(n),q(n ) (q(n)= n -  1 -p (n ) ) .  Assume that f is an analytic function 
in a neighbourhood o f  [a,b]. Then with Rn( f )  -= I s ( f )  - I~( f ) ,  we have 
lim sup IR.(f)l 1/" ~ exp( -z )< 1, 
n---+ oo 
(5.16) 
where z is defined as in Corollary 5.3• 
Remark 5.1. The proof of part (b) in Lemma 5.1 is based upon the fact that if o-' > 0 a.e. in [a,b] 
and Qn is the nth orthogonal polynomial w.r.t, dan(X)zx-2p(n)dtr(x), and 0 ~< lim,__.~ p(n)/n=O <<. 1, 
then for the sequence of the so-called counting measures of zeros associated with {Q,}, i.e., 
n 
Zn = n j~ l  x" ' / .= 
one has (see, e.g., [21]) 
•n *)  ~ = 030 + (1 -- 0)3oo, (5 .17)  
n 
where * > denotes convergence in the weak star topology and 60 and 6o~ are the respective balayages 
n 
of 60 and 6~ from C - [a, b] onto [a, b]. It is clear that (take into account hat 0 ¢~ [a, hi) 
gt=,~l(z, O) = gE~-, a-,l(z -~, ~) .  
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Remark 5.2. In [5], we proved that the limit distribution (5.17) of  zeros Xn, j could be easily obtained 
from a numerical and computational point of  view, by taking, for instance, the polynomial Qn given 
by 
b-l a-t 
Qn(x) - ~.p~n)7.E , 1~..-1 Ea, bl "p n) (5.181 
where T~ c,dl is the mth Chebyshev polynomial of  the first kind for the interval [c, d]. Thus, with the 
choice (5.18) we obtain the same asymptotic rate of  convergence but with the advantage that the 
computation of  zeros of  varying orthogonal polynomials is avoided and consequently the stability of  
the quadrature process can be improved. 
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